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Outline

• Bayesian Uncertainty Quantification (UQ)
• Π4U: HPC Framework for Bayesian UQ

• Applications: particle- and grid-based simulations
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Uncertainty Quantification (UQ)
• Simulations imply models, their numerical discretization
and their deployment on computers
• Errors: observational, modeling, numerical, computing
• Bayesian Uncertainty Quantification and Propagation
(UQ+P): effective integration of Data with Simulation
models
• Aggregate scientific knowledge obtained by ensembles of
simulation runs
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Example: Discrete Element Method
Setup

Models
158

Experiment

Particle-particle
interactions

H. Kruggel-Emden et al. / Powder Technology 171 (2007) 157–173

In dry, non cohesive, granular media forces are only acting
between particles being directly in contact. Commonly the
particle shape in Discrete Element Simulations is restricted to
spheres in 3D and discs in 2D. If more complex bodies need to
be incorporated in a simulation these bodies are often realized
by overlapping and combining spheres to clusters [25]. A
collision between clusters can be handled by analyzing
collisions between cylindrical or spherical bodies. A collision
of two simple spherical bodies is shown in Fig. 1.
Forces acting between the two spheres are decomposed into
normal and tangential components. The formation of tangential
and normal stress during the impact can be described as a
decoupled problem. Normal stresses in the contact zone are not
influenced by tangential stresses. In this work we limit
ourselves to normal impacts and therefore normal forces.
The normal unit vector points from the mass centre of particle
j to i:
Fig. 1. Definition of the quantities used for description of the contact.
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by the Finite Element Method. However such an approach is
from the computational viewpoint too time-consuming. Therefore several simplified force models [9–20] were developed and
applied instead. These models do not account for effects like
t
s fort glass spheres
n by
breakage which
was studied in detail
Salman and Gorham [21]. A review of some of the models
summarized here was performed earlier by Schäfer et al. [22],
Stevens and Hrenya [23]
t and Zhang and Vu-Quoc [24].
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P.E. Hadjidoukas, P. Angelikopoulos, D. Rossinelli, D. Alexeev, C. Papadimitriou, P. Koumoutsakos, "Bayesian uncertainty quantification and propagation for discrete element simulations of granular materials". Comput. Methods
Appl. Mech. Engrg. 282:218-238 (2014)

Example: Discrete Element Method
Brazil Nut effect
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Silo Discharge

Particle-particle
interactions

H. Kruggel-Emden et al. / Powder Technology 171 (2007) 157–173

In dry, non cohesive, granular media forces are only acting
between particles being directly in contact. Commonly the
particle shape in Discrete Element Simulations is restricted to
spheres in 3D and discs in 2D. If more complex bodies need to
be incorporated in a simulation these bodies are often realized
by overlapping and combining spheres to clusters [25]. A
collision between clusters can be handled by analyzing
collisions between cylindrical or spherical bodies. A collision
of two simple spherical bodies is shown in Fig. 1.
Forces acting between the two spheres are decomposed into
normal and tangential components. The formation of tangential
and normal stress during the impact can be described as a
decoupled problem. Normal stresses in the contact zone are not
influenced by tangential stresses. In this work we limit
ourselves to normal impacts and therefore normal forces.
The normal unit vector points from the mass centre of particle
j to i:
Fig. 1. Definition of the quantities used for description of the contact.
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by the Finite Element Method. However such an approach is
from the computational viewpoint too time-consuming. Therefore several simplified force models [9–20] were developed and
applied instead. These models do not account for effects like
t
s fort glass spheres
n by
breakage which
was studied in detail
Salman and Gorham [21]. A review of some of the models
summarized here was performed earlier by Schäfer et al. [22],
Stevens and Hrenya [23]
t and Zhang and Vu-Quoc [24].
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their positions by Y
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Bayesian UQ: Model Selection and Calibration
Bayesian inference: prevalent UQ+P technique that can
incorporate both expert knowledge and experimental evidence
Experimental Data:

D

PARAMETER ESTIMATION
parameters

in silico experiments

MODEL CLASS SELECTION
prior

f (D|✓i , MDi ) ⇡ (✓i |MDi )
f (✓i |D, MDi ) =
f (D|MDi )
i-th model
posterior PDF

Use observations to select the model classes
and estimate their parameter values such
that the model predictions best fit the data

f (D|MDi ) P r (MDi )
P r (MDi |D) =
f (D)

model evidence

Evidence of Model Class

f (D|MDi ) =

Z

f (D|✓i , MDi ) ⇡ (✓i |MDi ) d✓i

We compute this integral
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using a sampling algorithm (TMCMC)

Transitional Markov Chain Monte Carlo (TMCMC)
Bayesian Inference Algorithm

Initialize

[Ching & Chen 2007]

Sample from the prior PDF f ( |MD i )
Set annealing parameter: p = 0

Update p
θ2

p = p + dp, s.t.

No

[p(D|
COV[p(D|

p >= 1?

Select

θ2

Sample with weights
proportional to the scaled
(n) dp
)
likelihood p(D|

θ1

θ1

θ2
Yes

θ2

Run MH from every
selected sample:

MH(N ( i ,

g ))

θ1

Stop

) ]=

(n) dp

θ1

Rejuvenate
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Transitional MCMC: task-graph
Generations
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HPC Challenges
• Simulations
•
•

variable computational cost
can generate large volume of data

G0
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• Algorithms
•
•

include multiple levels of
parallelism
introduce load imbalance
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• Hardware
•

variety of computing resources,
highly heterogeneous

• Programming methodology
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Π4U: HPC Framework for Bayesian UQ

TMCMC
ABC-Subsim
MLMC
—
HB
SAEM
—
CMAES
AMALGAM
—
NSGA II
MOEA/D

⎨
✓ Platform agnostic task-based parallelism
✓ Multi-level parallelism
+ Exported interfaces to
✓ Transparent load balancing
Python, Matlab, and R
✓ Extensible/ built upon the TORC tasking library

PI4U; http://www.cse-lab.ethz.ch/research/projects/pi4u/, github.com/cselab/pi4u
P.E. Hadjidoukas, P. Angelikopoulos , C. Papadimitriou, P. Koumoutsakos. "Pi4U: A high performance computing framework for Bayesian uncertainty quantification of complex models." J. Comput. Phys.,
284:1–21 (2015)
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Programming Approach - OpenMP
void task(double *x, double *y) { *y = x[0] + x[1]; }
int main(int argc, char *argv[]) {
double result[100];
#pragma omp parallel
#pragma omp single
{
parallel for schedule(dynamic,1) vs
for (int i=0; i<100; i++) {OpenMP tasking model: lightweight,
double d[2];
irregular, nested/recursive parallelism
get_parameters(d, i);
#pragma omp task firstprivate(d, i) shared(result)
{
task(d, &result[i]);
}
}
#pragma omp taskwait
}
/* print results */
return 0;

Is there a nice way to execute this code on
distributed memory systems?

}
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Programming Approach - TORC
void task(double *x, double *y) { *y = x[0] + x[1]; }
int main(int argc, char *argv[]) {
double result[100];
torc_register_task(task); /* ASLR */
torc_init(argc, argv, MODE_MW);

main(): primary task on rank 0

for (int i=0; i<100; i++) {
double d[2];
get_parameters(d, i);

}

torc_task(-1, task, 2,
2, MPI_DOUBLE, CALL_BY_COP,
/* IN (PRIVATE COPY) */
1, MPI_DOUBLE, CALL_BY_RES,
/* OUT */
d, &result[i]);
}
A task function can:
torc_waitall();
- spawn new TORC tasks
- include sequential/parallel code
/* print results */
- call an external application
return 0;
- submit a job
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Runtime Architecture
Compute node

Task Queue (in detail)

MPI Process
Worker
Thread

0

A1

A2

1

B1

B2

A3

2

Task Queue

3

Level

Server
Thread

4
5

MPI

Compute node
MPI Process
Worker
Thread
Task Queue

Server
Thread

Transparent data movement
Nested parallelism
Load balancing through task stealing
Task distribution schemes

P.E. Hadjidoukas, E., Lappas, V.V., Dimakopoulos . "A Runtime Library for Platform-Independent Task Parallelism". PDP 2012: 229-236
P.E. Hadjidoukas, P. Angelikopoulos, L. Kulakova, C. Papadimitriou, P. Koumoutsakos, Exploiting Task-Based Parallelism in Bayesian Uncertainty Quantification, Europar 2015,
Lecture Notes in Computer Science, 9233, 532-544 (2015)
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Applications

• Uncertainty Quantification and Numerical Optimization
studies for simulations based on:
• Particle-based methods
•

Molecular Dynamics (MD): GROMACS, LAMMPs

•

Dissipative Particle Dynamics (DPD): uDeviceX

• Grid-based methods
• Finite Volume Flow Solvers: CUBISM-MPCF
• Multi-resolution adapted grids: MRAG
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Case 1: TIP5-E water model
• Calibration of the most widely used Molecular Dynamics
(MD) model
• Target hardware platform: Piz Daint (Cray XC30) as CSCS
• Each node: 8-core Intel Xeon E5-2670 + 1 NVIDIA K20x GPU
• A single likelihood evaluation includes
• 1+1 MD simulations using
GROMACS on CPU+GPU
• a Matlab-based post-processing
stage
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Performance
high variance

large chain length

high variance

TMCMC

Efficiency

Posterior Eval. Time

CMA-ES
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Calibration and robust prediction

•
•

Structural experimental information of 5-site water model
Data: radial distribution function of oxygen-oxygen in bulk water + their
experimental uncertainty

P.E. Hadjidoukas, P. Angelikopoulos , C. Papadimitriou, P. Koumoutsakos. "Pi4U: A high performance computing framework for Bayesian uncertainty quantification of complex models." J. Comput. Phys.,
284:1–21 (2015)
L. Kulakova, G. Arampatzis, P. Angelikopoulos, P. Hadjidoukas, C. Papadimitriou, P. Koumoutsakos, “Data driven inference for the repulsive exponent of the Lennard-Jones potential in molecular dynamics
simulations," Scientific Reports, 7(1):16576 (2017).
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Case 2: Blood Flow Simulations
•
•

uDeviceX: Software with kernels thoroughly optimized for GPUs, for
microfluidics simulations using Dissipative Particle Dynamics (DPD).
Goal: simulation of the CTC-iChip

•

ACM Gordon Bell Prize Finalist (2015)In-Vitro
•
•
•
•

In-silico

Time-to-solution: up to 17x over LAMMPS, 4x over HOOMD-Blue
Performance: 65/34% of the GPU+CPU peak performance (IPC)
Scaling: >98% Weak and >87% Strong (on Titan)
Complexity: 0.25ml of Blood (1.4B RBCs) in a real μFluidic device at subcellular resolution

uDeviceX: https://github.com/uDeviceX/uDeviceX
D. Rossinelli, Y.-H. Tang, K. Lykov, D. Alexeev, M. Bernaschi, P.E. Hadjidoukas, M. Bisson, W. Joubert, C. Conti, G. Karniadakis, M. Fatica, I. Pivkin, P. Koumoutsakos, 18
The In-Silico Lab-on-a-Chip: Petascale and High-Throughput Simulations of Microfluidics at Cell Resolution, SC 2015: 2 (ACM Gordon Bell Prize Finalist)

Optimization of CTC-iChip
φ

y

Flow
x

Optimizing angle φ

WORST

ORIGINAL

BEST
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Case 3: Cloud Cavitation Collapse
• CUBISM-MPCF: Finite volume two-phase flow solver for simulations of cloud
cavitation collapse
• Highly optimized for IBM BlueGene/Q systems (MPI+OpenMP+SIMD)

• ACM Gordon Bell Prize Winner (2013)
• Performance: 14.4 PFLOPs (72% of the peak) on Sequoia
• Perfect weak scaling (independently of the number of nodes)
• Complexity: 13 Trillion computational elements, 50k bubbles
- CUBISM-MPCF: https://github.com/cselab/CUBISM-MPCF
- D. Rossinelli , B. Hejazialhosseini, P.E. Hadjidoukas, C. Bekas, A. Curioni, A. Bertsch, S. Futral, S.J. Schmidt, N.A. Adams, P. Koumoutsakos. "11 PFLOP/s
simulations of cloud cavitation collapse". SC 2013: 3 (ACM Gordon Bell Prize)
- P. E. Hadjidoukas, D. Rossinelli, B. Hejazialhosseini, P. Koumoutsakos, From 11 to 14.4 PFLOPs: Performance Optimization for Finite Volume Flow Solver,
Proceedings of the 3rd International Conference on Exascale Applications and Software (EASC’ 15), Edinburgh, UK, 2015.
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Collapse of two random clouds
• 2 clouds: different statistical realizations (RNG seeds) of the initial
configuration

Spherical clouds of 100 equally sized (75µm) cavities
Uniformly distributed (random) cavity positions
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Collapse of two random clouds
• 2 clouds: different statistical realizations (RNG seeds) of the initial
configuration

Spherical clouds of 100 equally sized (75µm) cavities
Uniformly distributed (random) cavity positions
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UQ in Cloud Cavitation Collapse
•

Confidence interval estimation for local integral quantities of
interest, e.g. pressure (using the MLMC method)

•

Find a specific configuration of cavities which generates the
highest pressure amplification (using CMAES)

MLMC: variance reduction technique using
sampling on a hierarchy of mesh resolutions
Level

Mesh

pressure sensor

Number of samples

0

1

2

wide 90% confidence interval
2200 bar - 2800 bar
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Case 4: Fish simulations
• Intermittent swimming patterns in zebrafish
• ‘Burst-coast’ mode of swimming: quick flicks (burst) followed by
unpowered glide (coast)

Credit: Aegerter group, Univ. Zurich

•

Goal: Discover best intermittent swimming patterns for combination of:
•
•

High Speed
Low Energy expenditure
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Simulation software
• 2D Wavelet-based adaptive grid (MRAG-I2D)
•

Cost-effective compared to uniform grids

•

Single-node implementation

• 3D: Uniform grid Finite Volume solver
•

CUBISM framework (see SC’13)

•

Hybrid MPI+OpenMP implementation
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Optimization: Parallelized NSGA-II
Basic structure of Genetic
Algorithms:

Multi-objective selection of
non-dominated individuals:
y2

Population Initialization

Fittest individuals: no other
individuals present in this
box

Fitness Evaluation

convergence?

end

Pareto
front

Selection of the Fittest

y1
•

Maintain a diverse approximation of the Pareto front
• NSGA-II algorithm (Deb et al., 2002)

•

Scheduling of evaluations to use comp. resources efficiently
• TORC library (Hadjidoukas et al., 2012 )

Mating & Mutation
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Task Scheduling
• Each fitness evaluation is mapped to one
asynchronous task

0

1

W

A1

B1

2

3

4

5

• Single worker thread per compute node

S

• Launch MRAG-I2D with fork-exec
• Perform data exchange through the local
filesystem

W

S

• Correcting load imbalance introduced by
large variance of simulation time
• Population size larger than the number of
workers
• Task-stealing mechanism of the library
• Schedule tasks with larger expected runtime first

A2

B2
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A3

Task Scheduling + Machine Learning
• Estimation of expected runtime using Artificial Neural Networks
• Training set: input parameters and measured runtimes
• Output: expected runtime for new individuals

• Distribution and scheduling scheme
• Sort the tasks in descending order w.r.t. runtime
• Distribute first round cyclically to the workers
• Insert the rest into a single queue

1

4 Sim/w + ML-based scheduling: Best
performance

0.9

2 and 4 Sim/w:
Improved parallel efficiency
Parallel Efficiency

1 Sim/w:
50.3% parallel efficiency

0.8
0.7

2 Sim/w + ML-based scheduling:
Comparable to the plain 4 Sim/w case

0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3

4 Sim/w (sorted)
2 Sim/w (sorted)
4 Sim/w
2 Sim/w
1 Sim/w

0.2
0.1
0

0

5

10

15

Generation

20
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Performance of NSGA-II for 27 generations

Advantage of run-time
based scheduling
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Optimal strategies for Larva Zebrafish
Efficient
Generalist
Fast

• Used MO to discover optimal intermittent swimming modes
• Burst-Coast motion is an outcome of the optimization
• Resembles behavior observed in nature
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Summary
• Uncertainty Quantification
• find solutions to life science and engineering problems using
simple or complex (multi-)physics codes
• determine the sensitivity of the solutions to inputs and quantify
their uncertainties

• Π4U, an HPC framework for Bayesian UQ of large scale
computational models. It combines:
• Simulations/Models + Experimental data
• Algorithms for UQ and Optimization
• Task-based runtime support for performance and ease of
programming
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Topics
• Uncertainty Quantification + Numerical Optimization
• Monte Carlo methods, Particle and Grid- based
simulations
• Most available parallel programming models and
computing platforms
• Data, Machine Learning
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